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Abstract 
Authors: Hanna Erzmoneit and Caroline Thisell 

Tutor: Rana Mostaghel 

Examiner: Prof. Anders Pehrsson 

 

Purpose: The purpose of this paper was to extend the understanding of content marketing, 

content characteristics and its effects on attitudes towards the advertisement and advertising 

value on social networking sites.  

Methodology: This study had an explanatory research design with a quantitative research 

approach. The data used in this study was gathered through an online questionnaire. 

Conclusion: The results of this study shows that there is a difference between different SNS 

and the effects that arises from different content characteristics in SNS advertisements. 

Different SNS can not be treated the same, these differences need to be addressed when 

communicating and creating advertisements and when being present on different SNS.  

Implications: This study contributed to the field by providing additional information on how 

advertising value is affected by attitudes towards the advertisement. The results of this study 

also show what effect the different content characteristics have on affective and cognitive 

responses, and gives information regarding what type of content marketers should emphasize, 

depending on which of the two SNS investigated in this study they are currently operating on. 

 

Keywords: Marketing communication, content marketing, content characteristics, 

entertainment, information, credibility, attitudes, attitudes towards the advertisement, 

advertising value, social networking sites (SNS).   
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background  
Digital marketing is about being innovative and create new marketing strategies through 

technological communications (Chopra & Batra, 2017; Chaffey, 2015). In a world with 

constant emerging technology, it has become central for marketing departments to adjust their 

strategies in order to reach success when striving to meet consumers’ needs within the 

technology generation (Chopra & Batra, 2017). Companies are realizing that their online 

activities need to include a social networking site like Facebook and/or Instagram (Orzan & 

Platon, 2012). Advertising on social networking sites have experienced a steady growth, and 

is forecasted to increase from 43 million USD in 2017 to 77 million USD in 2022 (Statista, 

2018b), and this growth has now captured marketers’ attention (Orzan & Platon, 2012). 

 

New online marketing methods are required and are argued to be the solution to reach 

consistency in creating successful marketing campaigns and well communicated messages. A 

common marketing method to employ is content marketing (Du Plessis, 2017; Kee & 

Yazdanifard, 2015; Orzan & Platon, 2012). Content marketing is argued to be a core aspect 

within marketing communications and the main purpose is to distribute and engage 

consumers with valuable, relevant and consistent content (Du Plessis, 2017; Tuten & 

Solomon, 2015). Content marketing is a way of communicating a brand’s message to 

consumers in an inspiring and creative way. This can be done across a mix of shared, earned, 

paid, and owned media channels (Kotler & Armstrong, 2016). Communicating a message 

with satisfactory content is a key element when wanting to gain consumers’ attention (Orzan 

& Platon, 2012). Since technology has created a shift in consumers’ demand (Kee & 

Yazdanifard, 2015), it is confirmed that there is an ongoing transition from offline advertising 

to online advertising. Online advertising is considered to be a substitute rather than a 

complement to the more traditional offline advertising (Zha, Li & Yan 2015). Mobile 

advertising spending alone has increased from 735 million USD to 107 082 million USD, and 

is forecasted to reach 179 685 million USD by 2020 (Statista, 2018a). Social networking sites 

are giving companies the possibility to manage different kinds of relationships with both 

existing and prospective consumers at the same time (Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010; Handley & 

Chapman, 2011). Content marketing has become a powerful communication and marketing 
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technique in the digital and fast moving world of social media (Du Plessis, 2017; Kee & 

Yazdanifard, 2015; Wuebben, 2011). 

 

Effective marketing communication strategies create positive attitudinal responses among 

consumers (Duffett, 2017). In order to understand consumers’ behavior, one of the most 

applied concepts within behavioral constructs is the concept of attitudes. Walla, Brenner and 

Koller (2011) state that one of the most important aspects for a brand is to create positive 

attitudes towards the brand. An attitude is “a lasting, general evaluation of people (including 

oneself), objects, advertisements or issues” (Solomon et al., 2013, p. 292). The more 

information a consumer has been exposed to, for example through advertisements, the larger 

the foundation for the creation of the attitude is for the consumer (Schiffman and Wisenblit, 

2015). Consumers determine the advertising value depending on how the digital content is 

used or experienced. Advertising value refers to the value consumers collect from 

advertisements, in other words, the worth of the advertisement (Jung et al.,2016; Zha, Li, & 

Yan, 2015; Rowley, 2008). For marketers, it is often difficult to recognize what affects a 

consumer’s evaluation of value and attitude towards the advertisement, since the way a 

consumer interprets and collects information differ from consumer to consumer (Zha, Li, & 

Yan, 2015; Rodić & Budimirčević, 2011). The need to communicate an appealing message 

with even greater content becomes essential since it can lead to interaction and engagement 

with consumers (Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010; Handley & Chapman, 2011). With the right 

content, content marketing provides a possibility to convert probable customers into life-long 

and loyal consumers (Wuebben, 2011). 

 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
Content has become more multilayered and can be displayed in many different forms, which 

sometimes makes it hard to categorize the different types of content, especially in the online 

world (Tuten & Solomon, 2015). Different opinions from researchers regarding what is 

considered to be efficient components of content marketing are therefore inevitable (Fei & Fei, 

2017; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Hossain, & Sakib, 2016; Zha, Li & Yan, 2015; Saxena & 

Khanna, 2013). Existing literature, however, emphasizes three content characteristics within 

content marketing; entertainment, information and credibility (e.g. Fei & Fei 2017; Lee, Lee 

and Yang, 2017; Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2016; Kee and Yazdanifard, 2015; Tsai, 2013; 

Ducoffe, 1996). This implies that there is an existing need for a clearer understanding about 
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what effective content marketing actually is, especially regarding content marketing within a 

social media context (Du Plessis, 2017). Communication activities become insufficient when 

they are not focusing on content creation (Fei & Fei, 2017; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; 

Hossain, & Sakib, 2016; Zha, Li & Yan, 2015; Saxena & Khanna, 2013). 

 

Content marketing is seen as a traditional marketing strategy which is commonly used in 

practice (Kee & Yazdanifard, 2015; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016), however it is still a 

relatively new concept in the area of scientific research (Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016). At the 

moment, there is a gap between theory and practice within communication activities (Fei & 

Fei, 2017; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Hossain, & Sakib, 2016; Zha, Li & Yan, 2015; 

Saxena & Khanna, 2013). Thus, there is a need for more research within online content 

marketing since only a few researchers present extensive understanding about the topic 

(Rowley 2008; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016). Because of lack of research, content marketing 

does not have a widely spread and recognized definition (Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016). 

Therefore, it is suggested by previous literature to further investigate the characteristics of 

online content marketing from the consumer perspective, which regards the majority of 

content online (Rowley, 2008; Du Plessis, 2017).  

 

The expected value of advertising has been continuously disregarded in much of the existing 

research (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). Rowley (2008) stated already ten years ago that research 

was needed to increase the understanding of what creates value in the digital marketplace. 

Companies that communicate with content through social media are having troubles 

understanding the influence the content has on consumers’ attitudes and value. It is therefore 

suggested that significant amount of research is needed regarding how marketing 

communications on social media affects consumers (Duffett, 2017). There is also need for a 

better understanding of consumers’ attitudes regarding the effects of social networking sites’ 

advertisements (Arya & Verma, 2018). It is stated by Lee, Lee and Yang (2017) that in order 

to fully understand the effectiveness of online advertising, attitudes need to be considered and 

included in the research. Advertising can in many situations be used effectively to change 

consumers’ attitudes by using different means to create different attitudes or alter existing 

ones (Fill, Hughes & De Francesco, 2013). Defever, Pandelaere and Roe (2011) found that 

advertising value can be affected by attitudes towards advertisements, however, Saxena and 

Khanna (2013) state that there is a need to further explore what factors affects advertising 

value.  
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The main purpose of social media advertising is to share content throughout different social 

networking sites, however, there are few studies that are focusing on advertisements on social 

networking sites, content marketing and its effects (Du Plessis, 2017). It is discovered that 

marketers do not tend to have a specific process or plan to measure the potential success of a 

campaign. This could be seen as a mistake from the company’s side because of default in 

studying consumers’ attitudes towards online marketing (Orzan & Platon, 2012). Many 

companies know that measuring social media advertising is a necessary thing that one should 

do, however, few companies understand the importance of it (Fill, Hughes & De Francesco, 

2013). There is an abundance of content marketing presented in various forms on various 

platforms (Chaffey, 2015), however there is no coherent conclusion on what effect different 

types of content have (Fei & Fei 2017). Many consider sales and branding to be the most 

prominent part of advertising, and much of the research focuses only on how advertisements 

affect sales of the advertised products (Laudon & Traver, 2013). There is a limited 

understanding for companies that operates online, especially when it comes to what social 

media really is and how to use it in the most effective way (Arya & Verma, 2018). Marketing 

communications on social media is something that everyone wants to be a part of and 

implement in their strategies (Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010). However, the main issue is how 

content marketing communications should be executed in order to produce satisfactory 

content (Duffett, 2017; Handley & Chapman, 2011).  

    

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to extend the understanding of content marketing, content 

characteristics and its effects on attitudes towards the advertisement and advertising value on 

social networking sites.  

 

1.4 Research Questions 
• What is the effect of different content characteristics on consumer attitudes towards 

online advertisements?  

• What is the effect of consumers’ attitudes towards online advertisements on 

advertising value? 
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1.5 Report Structure 
Chapter 2 consists of the theoretical framework, where all the theory used in this paper is 

presented. Thereafter, in chapter 3, a conceptual framework is presented as well as the 

hypotheses. Chapter 4 describes the methodological choices and procedures employed in this 

paper, as well as an operationalization of the concepts. The results are presented in chapter 5, 

which are then discussed and analysed in chapter 6. The purpose of the study is answered in 

the conclusion in chapter 7. The final chapter, chapter 8, consists of the theoretical and 

managerial implications, as well as limitations and future research.  
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2.0 Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Content Marketing  
Content marketing is the creation and sharing of content in all forms and it aims to attract 

consumers. Content marketing both consists of static content, such as web pages, but also 

engaging rich-media content which seeks to encourage interaction (Chaffey, 2015). The key is 

to provide content, also described as messages, that interests consumers without being 

promotional. It should be straightforward and have a connection to the related brand (Percy & 

Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2016). Engaging, relevant, and entertaining content is proven by several 

studies to be a successful concept. It is also suggested to blend in informative and fun content 

in order to have an attractive appearance on social platforms and to intrigue consumers to 

revisit (Tsai, 2013).  

 

Content marketing can generate numerous of long term benefits such as building brand 

loyalty (Handley & Chapman, 2011; Du Plessis, 2017). Consumers’ acceptance of content is 

crucial in order for the content to function in a successful way. Visitors of online platforms 

decides if the content is appealing based on if the advertising is considered relevant. 

Companies should develop content based on ‘what does the market want to read’ rather than 

‘what do we want to say’. Content is important in digital marketing and should be given 

professional inputs before publishing. This approach is traditionally used in offline contexts 

and should also be continuously employed in online contexts (Charlesworth, 2014). However, 

responsibility regarding the development of different types of content is distributed to people 

that possess great skills and knowledge about what good content is in different kind of areas 

on online platforms (Chaffey et al., 2009). Effective content marketing needs to contain a few 

features within the communicated message, and marketers needs to make sure that the 

message is perceived as transparent in order to generate trust, which leads to loyalty (Kee & 

Yazdanifard, 2015). Existing literature points out three content characteristics within content 

marketing that are more prominent than others; entertainment, information and credibility (e.g. 

Fei & Fei 2017; Lee, Lee and Yang, 2017; Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2016; Kee and 

Yazdanifard, 2015; Tzai, 2013; Ducoffe, 1996). 
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2.1.1 Entertainment 

Entertainment’s purpose in advertising is to please the consumer, rather than to sell (Mooij, 

2014). When exposed to entertainment in advertisements, consumers often experience 

feelings of satisfaction or disappointment, depending on whether or not the consumer finds 

the advertisement entertaining. Entertainment can be explained as the consumers’ responses 

to delight and enjoyment found in advertisements (Ducoffe, 1996). 

 

Research has confirmed the growing impact of entertainment in advertisements, at the same 

time as advertisements has moved from traditional offline advertisements to online platforms 

(Lee, Lee and Yang, 2017; Rau, Chen, & Chen, 2006; Newman, Stem & Sprott, 2004). Lee, 

Lee and Yang (2017) further discuss that because of the possibilities created by apps and 

smartphones, online advertising has an opportunity to entertain the consumers to a larger 

extent than in offline advertising (Lee, Lee and Yang, 2017). Entertainment within advertising 

can create an enhanced experience for consumers. If an advertising is experienced as 

entertaining there are also a chance that consumers would evaluate it as informative. This 

shows an interrelation between entertainment and information regarding advertising content. 

It is further explained that entertainment has a favourable influence on consumers’ attitudes 

towards advertisements (Saxena & Khanna, 2013). Advertising that is classified as 

entertaining brings consumers to an emotional release. Content that include stories and 

humour is considered to be enjoyable since it could be recognisable. Content perceived as 

entertaining by consumers, affects the value of advertising (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). 

 

2.1.2 Information 

Information in advertisements regards the process where consumers are exposed to content, 

deem it as informative and creates an understanding of the product that is being advertised 

(Ducoffe, 1996). Informative content is explained as providing necessary information to 

consumers and presenting factual data and functions of products or services which can lead to 

reduced uncertainty among consumers (Fei & Fei 2017; Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). Informative 

content is all about informing consumers what kind of skills, knowledge and structure 

companies have, moreover, informative content should be provided to consumers in a clear 

and convenient context in order to create a better understanding about products (Fei & Fei 

2017; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Fill & Turnbull, 2016). Advertising on social media that 

contain informative content could increase brand and product awareness (Fei & Fei 2017). 
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Content with informative intention, that is in relevance to the receiver’s demand, can lead to 

high engagement (Tsai, 2013).  

 

In order to be able to measure advertising value, informative content is a dependable and 

important factor. Consumers are given the opportunity to evaluate products which can lead to 

an improved market. Informative content is argued to perform better in online marketing than 

in traditional offline marketing, such as television (Saxena & Khanna, 2013). Advertisements 

main focus is to serve information (Saxena & Khanna, 2013), and if not done properly 

consumers can reject it. On the other hand, if consumers can obtain information from an 

advertisement rather quickly the advertisement is acknowledged as highly informative (Ha, 

Park & Lee, 2014).  

 

2.1.3 Credibility 

In advertising, credibility typically revolves around what makes a message believable and 

persuasive (Walther, Wang & Loh, 2004). There are many types of credibility in different 

contexts in advertisements (Zha, Li & Yan, 2015). Fill, Hughes and De Francesco (2013) 

continue to argue that credibility is constituted by three core elements, namely; expertise, 

motivation and trustworthiness. Zha, Li and Yan (2015), as well as Walther, Wang and Loh 

(2004), discuss expertise and trustworthiness as the two dimensions of credibility. Expertise 

relates to the sender of the message, and the sender’s qualifications regarding the specific 

topic. Trustworthiness concerns the perception regarding a sender’s motivations to speak the 

truth and be believable (Walther, Wang & Loh, 2004).  

 

Two other types of credibility is information credibility and spokesperson credibility (Zha, Li 

& Yan, 2015). In advertising, companies may use spokespersons to convey their message and 

create credibility. If using spokespersons or celebrity endorsements, they can act as a 

facilitator of the message that the company is trying to send. In order to be credible, it is 

beneficial if the spokesperson is appealing for consumers, is easily connected with the 

meaning of the message and possessing believable expertise, for example a professional 

golfer who is part of an advertisement for golf equipment (Fill, Hughes & De Francesco, 

2013). Source credibility regards the perceived expertise, objectivity and/or trustworthiness of 

a sender or a message. It refers to consumers’ beliefs if the sender is competent and provides 
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accurate and necessary information regarding the product that is being advertised (Solomon et 

al., 2016). 

 

Credibility is a significant part of creating a positive attitude towards advertisements (Choi & 

Rifon, 2002; Goldsmith, Lafferty & Newell, 2000) and it is one of the most important 

characteristics for high quality content (Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016). Credibility becomes 

important when determining the communication value since it is connected to consumer 

attitudes and attitudes towards advertisements (Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Choi & Rifon, 

2002; Goldsmith, Lafferty & Newell, 2000).  

 

2.2 Attitudes Towards the Advertisement  
Attitudes is a concept that is considered to be a valuable tool to use when studying consumer 

behavior and it has been widely used in previous research (Solomon et al., 2013). An attitude 

is a representation of what consumers like or dislike (Lantos, 2011), it can be defined as “a 

lasting, general evaluation of people (including oneself), objects, advertisements or issues” 

(Solomon et al., 2013, p. 292). An attitude can be both positive or negative, and is an overall 

evaluation of an attitude object (Lantos, 2011), an attitude object is anything to which a 

consumer holds an attitude towards, such as advertisements, brands, media or products 

(Solomon et al., 2013).  

 

For companies, consumer attitudes are very important to consider and pay attention to as 

attitudes often has a prominent role in the consumers’ decision process (Schiffman & 

Wisenblit, 2015). Walla, Brenner and Koller (2011) state that one of the most important 

aspects for a marketer is to create positive attitudes towards a brand, which is dependent on 

how a brand is presented. The way consumers interpret, collect and process information can 

vary greatly from consumer to consumer. Attitudes are shaped by consumers’ experiences 

(Fill, Hughes & De Francesco, 2013) and consumers’ attitudes can change over time and is 

continuously affected by new experiences, knowledge and emotions (Solomon et al., 2013, 

Lantos, 2011; Rodić & Budimirčević, 2011). The more information consumers have been 

exposed to, for example through advertisements, the larger the foundation for the creation of 

attitudes is for consumers (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015). An attitude can be very strong and 

consolidated or weak and easily altered (Solomon et al., 2016).  
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In order to understand the complexity of attitudes, different components of attitudes can be 

measured (Solomon et al., 2016). Marketers can measure attitude towards the advertisement 

in order to understand how advertisements affect consumers’ attitudes (Solomon et al., 2016; 

Lantos, 2011), it is important for advertisers to track both response and attitudes towards 

advertising from consumers in general (Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2016). Attitude towards 

the advertisement can be explained as consumers’ ability and predisposition to react to an 

advertisement in a favourable or unfavourable way (Solomon et al., 2016). Lantos (2011) 

adds to the definition by explaining attitudes towards the advertisements as whether or not 

consumers likes a specific advertisement during a specific exposure moment. Consumers 

respond to advertisements positively or negatively which later on becomes the overall 

attitudes towards advertisements (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). Attitudes towards the advertisement 

is the combination of the advertiser, the message, the creative execution, the place of the 

advertisement and emotions evoked by the advertisement (Lantos, 2011).   

 

Consumers can create positive attitudes towards an advertisement either because they have a 

positive affective response or a positive cognitive response, meaning that the consumer finds 

the advertisement useful and that it evokes pleasurable feelings (Lantos, 2011). Affective 

responses and cognitive responses are said to have a prominent role in the creation of attitudes. 

If feelings are transferred, the attitudes towards the advertisement will affect the attitude 

towards the brand overall (Solomon et al., 2016; Lantos, 2011). In general, attitudes towards 

advertisements is measured immediately and later on connected to more long-term effects on 

brand attitudes. This is important when wanting to build attitudinal brand loyalty which often 

generates more positive attitudes towards other marketing activities (Rosengren & Dahlén, 

2015). 

 

2.2.1 Affective Response 

Affect is referred to as the emotional responses that are created by consumers, which can be 

either positive or negative, or evaluations resulting in liking or disliking an attitude object 

(Lantos, 2011). The emotional response is created instantly and automatically, and can occur 

without consumers being aware of it (Slovic, 2004). Emotional benefits are part of affective 

responses, which can be described as the feelings connected to the benefits a product may 

give consumers (Lantos, 2011).  
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Emotional responses have been seen as increasingly important in the forming of attitudes, and 

now they are seen as a central aspect of attitudes (Solomon et al., 2016). A lot of the decision 

consumers make are driven by emotions and the emotional responses towards objects, which 

is why many marketing activities focuses on altering and shaping consumers’ affective 

responses (Solomon et al., 2016; Slovic, 2004). Marketers can use different affective states to 

try to link a product with a positive emotion (Solomon et al., 2016). Affective responses can 

range from evaluations, to moods and to fully developed strong emotions (Solomon et al., 

2016). Many different emotional states can occur, such as happiness, disgust, surprise and 

anger (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015).  

 

2.2.2 Cognitive Response 

Cognition is the beliefs consumers have about an attitude object (Solomon et al., 2016; 

Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015; Lantos, 2011; Breckler, 1984), but it is also the knowledge and 

perceptions that has been collected by consumers through experience and exposure 

(Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015; Breckler, 1984). Cognitive responses are described as 

consumers’ reactions to advertisements (or other objects) from which they form beliefs. 

Cognitive responses are information based, the information is arranged into beliefs regarding 

how an attitude object performs and is rated by the consumer. These beliefs usually regard 

psychological benefits for the consumer and actual physical product features (Lantos, 2011). 

By providing information that is favorable and usable for consumers, marketers have an 

opportunity to create or alter beliefs about a brand’s benefits and features (Lantos, 2011). 

Cognitive dissonance can occur when feelings, behavioral intentions or beliefs do not 

correspond with each other, which can motivate consumers to alter their attitudes to 

correspond with each other (Solomon et al., 2016). 

 

2.3 Advertising value 
Advertising value is defined and interpreted as the value consumers collect from 

advertisements, overall, the worth of the advertisement (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014; Zha, Li, & 

Yan, 2015; Jung et al., 2016). Consumers value advertisements in many different ways such 

as finding it inspiring and likable. Advertising is a possibility to exchange value between 

companies (senders) and consumers (receivers). Consumers tend to pay attention to specific 

advertisements that they believe will generate more value and an advertisement that offers 
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value will have consumers coming back to view or read it again (Rosengren & Dahlén, 

2015).   

 

Many short-term marketing activities may have an effect on sales in the short run, however, 

they may add less value for the customers than improving the actual offering from the 

company. By making sure that marketing activities are improving consumer engagement, 

loyalty and the relationship between the consumer and the company, the company can create 

value for the consumers, which in turn makes it possible to capture value from the consumers 

(Kotler & Armstrong, 2016). Consumers approve and value advertising more once they 

experience the advertisement’s ability to provide information (Jung et al., 2016). Advertising 

value is argued to concentrate over time and is suggested to be best collected if 

advertisements are being informative and entertaining (Rosengren & Dahlén, 2015). 

Information, entertainment, and credibility are described to be antecedents for advertising 

value and considering the online context, the more information, entertainment, and credibility 

in an advertisement, the higher perceived value (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). 

 

2.4 Social Networking Sites (SNS) 
Social networking sites (SNS) are defined as online communities where users can connect and 

communicate with people beyond their offline social communities. SNS have increased an 

interest about online involvement and participation and is argued to be a source of 

information and setting for social contact (Chen et al., 2014). It is argued by Arya and Verma 

(2018) that social media is a way of life and not only a communication tool. If companies 

want to create relationships with consumers, presence on social media platforms is essential 

(Arya & Verma, 2018). SNS consists of creating and distributing relevant content that aims to 

entertain and inform consumers. This is the biggest challenge within social media and the goal 

is to generate interaction and participation from consumers (Langaro, Rita & de Fátima 

Salgueiro, 2018).    

 

Marketing communications have become essential within SNS since consumers rely more on 

digital campaigns when creating attitudes about different brands. SNS makes it possible to 

have two-way communications between companies and consumers and are perceived as 

valuable since consumers have more power and can influence companies to possible 

developments (Arya & Verma, 2018). In order to improve consumers’ attitudes, effective 
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communication channels, such as SNS, are again argued to be important (Langaro, Rita & de 

Fátima Salgueiro, 2018).    

 

In 2017, SNS have more than 2.4 billion users worldwide (Statista, 2018c), and digital 

experiences today evolve a lot around SNS (Langaro, Rita & de Fátima Salgueiro, 2018).  

Facebook is the most popular social networking site and the most dominant actor in the 

market of SNS (Langaro, Rita & de Fátima Salgueiro, 2018; Dhir, Kaur & Rajala, 2018), and 

has over 2.1 billion monthly active users (Statista, 2018d). Continuously, Instagram is a SNS 

that has become one of the fastest growing online platforms (Stapleton, Luiz & Chatwin, 

2017), with approximately 800 million monthly active users in 2017 (Statista, 2018e). 

Consumers are spending more time on different SNS which has created an increase in sharing 

and communicating (Arya & Verma, 2018). Since posts have a rather short lifetime on SNS, 

content should be in line what works online and on different SNS (Langaro, Rita & de Fátima 

Salgueiro, 2018). Difficulties of measuring and calculating the value of advertisements on 

SNS have made marketers sceptical and confused about SNS activities. However, there are 

more risks with being absent and not active on communication platforms, companies are 

therefore investing in trying to create interesting social media activities (Arya & Verma, 

2018). SNS can act as successful tools for companies when wanting to attract and retain 

consumers (Sibona, Cummings & Scott, 2017).   
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3.0 Conceptual Framework 

3.1 Conceptual Model   
Existing literature emphasizes three content characteristics within content marketing; 

entertainment, information and credibility (e.g. Fei & Fei 2017; Lee, Lee and Yang, 2017; 

Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2016; Kee and Yazdanifard, 2015; Tsai, 2013; Ducoffe, 1996). 

Companies that communicate content through social media are having troubles understanding 

what influence the content has on consumers’ attitudes (Duffett, 2017), Lee, Lee and Yang 

(2017) stated that in order to fully understand the effectiveness of online advertising, attitudes 

need to be included in the research. At the same time, it is argued by Saxena and Khanna 

(2013) that exploration of what affects advertising value is needed, and Defever, Pandelaere 

and Roe (2011) found that advertising value is affected by attitudes towards the advertisement, 

and there is a need to further explore what factors affects advertising value (Saxena and 

Khanna, 2013). Based on this, a conceptual model and hypotheses were developed. The 

hypotheses were applied in a social media context, where the social networking sites 

Facebook and Instagram acted as a moderator, which provided two different samples on 

which the hypotheses were tested. The purpose was to extend the understanding of content 

marketing, content characteristics and its effects on attitudes towards the advertisement and 

advertising value on social networking sites. The hypotheses were tested in three tests. In the 

first test H1 and H4 were tested, in the second test H2 and H5 were tested, and in the third and 

final test H3 and H6 were tested.  

 
Figure 3.1 – Conceptual Model  
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3.2 Hypotheses  
H1 - The content characteristic (a) entertainment, (b) information, and (c) credibility in 

Facebook advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

 

H2 - The content characteristic (a) entertainment, (b) information, and (c) credibility in 

Facebook advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

 

H3 - (a) Affective and (b) cognitive responses towards Facebook advertisements affect 

advertising value positively.  

 

H4 - The content characteristic (a) entertainment, (b) information, and (c) credibility in 

Instagram advertisements affect affective responses.  

 

H5 - The content characteristic (a) entertainment, (b) information, and (c) credibility in 

Instagram advertisements affect cognitive responses.  

 

H6 - (a) Affective and (b) cognitive responses towards Instagram advertisements affect 

advertising value positively.  
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4.0 Method 

4.1 Research Approach and Research Design  
This study investigated already existing research and theory within the constructs of content 

marketing, attitudes towards advertisements and advertising value, which resulted in a 

conceptual framework and the formulation of hypotheses, which gave this study a deductive 

approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Creswell, 2014). A quantitative research approach was 

employed in this study since it enabled the researchers to investigate a larger sample of the 

population, which makes it able to draw generalizable statistical conclusions of the results 

(Malhotra, 2010).  

 

An explanatory research approach was used since the purpose was to explain the cause and 

effect relationships between the independent variables and dependent variables. With an 

explanatory approach it is possible to see how and if the variables affect each other, both 

independently and all together (Bryman & Bell, 2015), which was deemed suitable for the 

study. Because the data was collected from the sample at one specific time, a cross-sectional 

research design was used (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Fraenkel & Wallen, 2009). Further, since 

this study employs five different variables, a cross-sectional design was deemed suitable as it 

is argued to collect data that is connected to two or more variables (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2009).  

 

4.2 Data Sources 
Because of the lack of research regarding the understanding of content marketing and content 

characteristics within online advertising (Fill, Hughes & De Francesco, 2011) and the lower 

focus on advertising value (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014), primary data was used as a data source 

when answering the purpose, since the collected data provided information that suited this 

study’s objectives and topic. Primary data was chosen by the researchers for the specific 

purpose of addressing the problem at hand for this study (Malhotra, 2010). One way to collect 

primary data is to use questionnaires (Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015), which was applied in this 

study.  

 

4.3 Data Collection Method and Questionnaire Design 
An online questionnaire was used in this study since the researchers wanted to collect data 

from a larger sample, which enables generalization of the results (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The 
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questionnaire was sent out via social media platforms and via e-mail during a period of seven 

days. The questionnaire can be found in its entirety in appendix 1.      

 

The questionnaire was divided into two sections, one with questions regarding Facebook and 

one with questions regarding Instagram. The questionnaire began with a short introduction, 

thereafter, a filter question followed asking the respondent whether or not he/she had been 

exposed to advertisements on Facebook and/or Instagram. The possible answers were; “Yes, I 

have been exposed to advertisements on both Facebook and Instagram”, “Yes, I have been 

exposed to advertisements on Facebook”, “Yes, I have been exposed to advertisements on 

Instagram” and “No”. If they answered no, they were sent to a page thanking them for their 

time and participation. If they answered yes on being exposed to advertisements on either 

Facebook, Instagram or both, they were sent to either the part with questions regarding only 

Facebook, only Instagram or questions regarding both social networking sites. Before the 

questions for the constructs were asked, the respondents were asked to write an example of an 

advertisement that they had been exposed to on Facebook and/or Instagram, this in order to 

make sure that the respondents actually had been exposed to advertisements on SNS.   

 

All of the questions for the constructs used an ordinal 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 

Strongly Disagree to 7 Strongly Agree. When all of the questions for the constructs had been 

answered, the control questions were presented. The control questions consisted of 

demographic questions as well as two questions regarding their social media habits. The 

demographic questions concerned the respondents age, gender and occupation, while the 

social media questions regarded their length of usage and log on frequency on SNS.  

 

4.3.1 Operationalization and Measurement of Variables  

The operationalization acts as a framework in the data collection process and analysis 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015), it describes the constructs and the items used to measure the concepts 

within this study. The operationalization was divided according to the concepts used in the 

conceptual framework, namely; entertainment, information, credibility, affective response, 

cognitive response and advertising value.  
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Table 4.3.1 Operationalization of Theoretical Concepts  
Construct Theoretical Definition  Items adapted 

from article 
Codes/Measurement Items 

Entertainment 
 
  

Entertainment can be 
explained as consumers’ 
responses to delight and 
enjoyment found in 
advertisements (Ducoffe, 
1996). 
 

 

Lee, Lee and Yang 
(2017), Kim and 
Han (2014) and 
Van-Tien Dao et 
al. (2014). 

EN1: Advertisements on social media 
are entertaining.  
EN2: Advertisements on social media 
are enjoyable. 
EN3: Advertisements on social media 
are interesting. 
EN4: Advertisements on social media 
are pleasant.   
 

Information Informative content is 
about presenting factual 
data and functions of 
products which later can 
lead to reduced 
uncertainty among 
consumers (Fei & Fei 
2017). 
 

Lee, Lee and Yang 
(2017), Kim and 
Han (2014) and 
Van-Tien Dao et 
al. (2014). 

IN1: Advertisements on social media 
provides me with information about 
products. 
IN2: Advertisements on social media 
provides me with relevant information 
about products.  
IN3: Advertisements on social media is a 
good source of information.  
IN:4 Advertisements on social media 
help me to keep up to date about 
available products.  
 

Credibility  Credibility revolves 
around what makes a 
message believable and 
persuasive (Walther, 
Wang & Loh, 2004). 
 

Kim and Han 
(2014) and Van-
Tien Dao et al. 
(2014). 

CR1: Advertisements on social media 
are credible. 
CR2: Advertisements on social media 
are trustworthy.  
CR3: Advertisements on social media 
are believable.  
CR4: Advertisements on social media 
are convincing. 

Attitudes –  
Affective 
Response 
 

Affect is referred to as 
the emotional responses 
that are created by 
consumers, which can be 
either positive or 
negative, or evaluations 
resulting in liking or 
disliking an attitude 
object (Lantos, 2011). 

Duffett (2017). AA1: Advertising on social media has 
made me like the advertised brands 
more. 
AA2: Advertising on social media adds 
to the enjoyment of using social media. 
AA3: Social media has a positive 
influence on me liking advertised 
products. 
AA4: I have positive feelings for brands 
that are advertised on social media. 
 

Attitudes –  
Cognitive 
Response  

Cognition is the beliefs 
consumers have about an 
attitude object (Solomon 
et al., 2016; Schiffman 
& Wisenblit, 2015; 
Lantos, 2011; Breckler, 
1984), it is also the 
knowledge and 
perceptions that has been 
collected by the 
consumer through 
experiences and 
exposures (Schiffman & 
Wisenblit, 2015; 
Breckler, 1984). 

Duffett (2017). 
 

AC1: Advertising on social media is a 
convenient source of information. 
AC2: Advertisements on social media 
provide me with new product 
knowledge. 
AC3: Advertisements on social media 
provide useful data about company 
offerings. 
AC4: Advertisements on social media 
are effective in providing information on 
brands. 
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Advertising 
Value  
 

Advertising value is 
defined and interpreted 
as the value consumers 
collect from 
advertisements, 
meaning, the worth of 
the advertisement (Ha, 
Park & Lee, 2014; Zha, 
Li, & Yan, 2015; Jung et 
al., 2016). 

Lee, Lee and Yang 
(2017), Kim and 
Han (2014) and 
Van-Tien Dao et 
al. (2014). 

AD1: Advertisements on social media 
are useful.  
AD2: Advertisements on social media 
are valuable.  
AD3: Advertisements on social media 
are important.  

 

4.3.2 Pre-test  

One of the most important steps when developing a questionnaire is to conduct a pre-test. The 

pre-test was conducted on a trial basis on 10 respondents from this study’s sample in order to 

find out if the questionnaire was understandable for the respondents. It is important that the 

researchers are present during the pre-test to answer possible questions and to observe 

possible misunderstandings and confusions (Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015). This is also done 

since there will not be a moderator available to answer any questions once the questionnaire is 

sent out to the respondents (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The questionnaire was also pre-tested by 

two experts in the field in order to make sure that it was properly structured and formulated, 

and also to straighten out any possible questions that remained. All of the feedback and 

suggestions for improvement was considered and the questionnaire was changed according to 

the suggestions.  

 

4.4 Sampling 
Non probability sampling was used in this study because of the aim to eliminate costs and to 

be as effective as possible. Non probability sampling together with convenience sampling is 

argued to be less time consuming, since it is sent out to respondents that are considered 

convenient for the researchers (Aaker et al., 2010). Convenience sampling in this study was 

appropriate since a quick response rate was necessary in order to be able to continue the 

research process. This sampling technique was also selected because it is convenient to 

measure and accessible (Malhotra, 2010). Furthermore, the respondents were also encouraged 

to share the questionnaire with others in their network, which is known as snowball sampling 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015).  
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4.4.1 Sample Selection and Data Collection Procedure  

The sample for this study consisted of people who had been exposed to advertisements on one, 

or both, of the social networking sites Facebook and Instagram. In order to get some guidance 

regarding how many respondents that are needed in a quantitative study, the following 

formula can be used; 50 respondents + 8 * number of independent variables = suggested 

sample size (Wilson VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2007; Green, 1991). Based on this formula, this 

study should aim for a minimum of 90 respondents (50 + (8*5) = 90). The questionnaire was 

sent out online and was open for a total of seven days. Since this study employed a 

convenience sampling technique together with snowball sampling, the response rate cannot be 

calculated because of the lack of information of how many respondents that were actually 

reached. After the filter question, the Facebook sample consisted of 158 respondents, and the 

Instagram sample consisted of 166 respondents.  

 

4.5 Data Analysis Method  
The data gathered from the online questionnaire was analysed using the statistical software 

program SPSS. SPSS is a program that is frequently used in quantitative research, much 

because of its ability to organize data, make calculations and provide the researchers with 

precise data (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The program was used to analyse the data and answer 

the hypotheses in this study. Since the online questionnaire employed a 7 point likert scale for 

the majority of the questions, these items did not need to be coded in any way. The coding of 

the control variables can be found in Appendix 2.  

 

4.5.1 Linear Regression Analysis 

In order to test the hypotheses, a multiple linear regression analysis was carried out. The 

objective with a regression analysis is to predict and explain the relationship between the 

dependent variable and the independent variables (Richardson, 2011; Moore, McCabe, & 

Craig, 2009), in this case the variables were entertainment, information, credibility, affective 

response, cognitive response and advertising value.  

 

By looking at the beta value, one can see how much one variable affects another, see the 

strength of the relationship and whether or not the relation is positive or negative. If the beta 

is close to 0, this indicates a weak relationship and the independent variable have a small 

effect on the dependent variable, while a higher number indicates a stronger relationship (Hair 
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et al., 2015; Pallant, 2010). The adjusted R2 describes to what extent the independent variable 

is able to explain the variance in the dependent variable (Hair et al., 2010; Moore, McCabe & 

Craig, 2009).  

 

In this study, the hypotheses were tested in three steps for both of the two samples, namely 

Facebook and Instagram. The first step tested the independent variables entertainment, 

information and credibility towards the dependent variable affective response. The second 

step tested the independent variables entertainment, information and credibility towards the 

dependent variable cognitive response. In the third and final step, affective response and 

cognitive response were tested against advertising value. These three steps were carried out 

for both the Facebook and Instagram samples respectively. A summary of the tests and the 

different models can be seen in the Table below, Table 4.5.1.  

 
Table 4.5.1 – Model Summary 
 Dependent 

variable 
 Control variables and Independent Variables 

Test 1 Affective 
Responses 

Model 1  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation  

  Model 2 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Entertainment 

  Model 3 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Information 

  Model 4  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Credibility  

  Model 5 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Entertainment, Information, Credibility 

Test 2 Cognitive 
Responses 

Model 1  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation  

  Model 2 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Entertainment 

  Model 3 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Information 

  Model 4  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Credibility  

  Model 5 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Entertainment, Information, Credibility 

Test 3 Advertising 
Value  

Model 1  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation  

  Model 2 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Affective Responses 

  Model 3 Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Cognitive Responses 

  Model 4  Length of usage, Log on frequency, Age, Gender, Occupation, 
Affective Responses, Cognitive Responses  
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4.6 Quality Criteria  

4.6.1 Validity  

Content validity concerns whether or not the measures reflect the content of the concept. In 

order to ensure content validity, experts in specific fields can be consulted, or items can be 

used from previous researches within the same field (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders, Lewis 

& Thornhill, 2009; Aaker et al., 2010). 

 

Pearson correlation coefficient is one of the most commonly used statistic when ensuring 

construct validity (Malhotra, 2015). A correlation analysis demonstrates the differences 

between the constructs, which provide the researchers with arguments for validity (Bryman & 

Bell, 2015). The Pearson correlation coefficient shows the direction and strength of the 

relationship between the constructs, the value can be ± 1. The closer to ± 1 the value is, the 

stronger the relationship is between the constructs, while values close to 0 implies a weak 

relationship (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Malhotra, 2015). The values of the correlation should not 

be higher than 0.9 in any direction in order for the construct to reach validity (Hair et al., 2010; 

Nolan and Heinzen, 2008). 

 

4.6.2 Reliability  

External reliability concerns whether the measurement instruments are stable, consistent and 

possible for others to replicate (Gray, 2009). One of the most important aspects of external 

reliability is the transparency of the method choices done by the researchers, which enables 

others to replicate the study. If a measure is stable over time and can provide the same results 

for several occasions, external reliability has been reached (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders, 

Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). If a study employs the same questions as previous research has 

used, both the reliability and validity of the study increases since the questions has already 

been tested in other studies (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Because of this, this study 

only used questions that had been used in previous researches.  

 

To ensure internal reliability, a Cronbach’s alpha test was conducted, which is a common way 

to test internal reliability (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Moore, McCabe & Craig, 2009). The alpha 

score can vary between 1 and 0, however, for it to be considered valid it needs to be larger 

than 0,6, or it can not be deemed as reliable (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013; Malhotra, Birks & 

Wills, 2012). If a construct does not reach 0,6, the items within the constructs needs to be 
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evaluated and the item(s) which lower the score needs to be deleted in order to reach an 

acceptable score (Malhotra, Birks & Wills, 2012). All of the constructs used in this paper had 

Cronbach’s alpha values exceeding 0.6, which meant that none of the items had to be deleted 

from further analysis.  

 

4.7 Chapter Summary  
Table 4.7 – Methodology Summary  
Research Approach Deductive and quantitative  
Research Design Explanatory  
Data Sources Primary data  
Data Collection Method Online questionnaire  
Sampling Non-probability sampling 

Convenience sampling 
Data Analysis Method Descriptive statistics 

Multiple linear regression  
Quality Criteria Validity 

Reliability  
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5.0 Results 

5.1 Demographics 
After the filter question, the Facebook sample consisted of 158 respondents, and the 

Instagram sample consisted of 166 respondents. The examples the respondents gave for 

specific advertisements were not used for any further analysis, since it was only used in order 

to make sure that the respondents had an advertisement in mind while answering the 

remainder of the questions.  

 

The distribution of all of the demographic variables as well as the social media habits 

variables can be seen in Table 5.1.1 for Facebook and Table 5.1.2 for Instagram. For 

Facebook there was a somewhat uneven distribution for some of the variables. The sample 

consisted of mainly young participants, with 84.8% being between 18 and 27 years old. A 

total of 88.8% had been using social media for longer than 7 years, and none of the 

respondents had used social media for less than 4 years. The Facebook sample had a majority 

of female respondents (63.3%), and the majority were students (65.8). Most of the participants 

logged on to social media every day (96.2%).  

 

Table 5.1.1 – Descriptive Statistics for the Facebook Sample  

Facebook    
Characteristic   Frequency  Percentage  
Length of usage Less than a year 0 0 
 1 – 3 years 0 0 
 4 – 6 years  18 11.4 
 7 – 9 years  74 46.8 
 Longer than 9 years  66 41.8 
Log on frequency Every day  152 96.2 
 A couple of times a week  0 0 
 Once a week 0 0 
 A couple of times a month 4 2.5 
 Less than once a month  2 1.3 
Age  18 – 22  24 15.2 
 23 – 27  110 69.6 
 28 – 32  14 8.9 
 33 – 37  2 1.3 
 38 – 42  4 2.5 
 42 +  4 2.5 
Gender  Female  100 63.3 
 Male  54 34.1 
 Other  2 1.3 
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 Prefer not to say  2 1.3 
Occupation  Student  104 65.8 
 Part-time worker  10 6.3 
 Full-time worker  44 27.9 
 Unemployed 0 0 
 Other  0 0 
n = 158    
 

For Instagram, the distribution was in many ways very similar to the Facebook sample. There 

was a majority of young respondents, 84.4% being between 18 and 27 years old. 88.0% had 

been using social media for longer than 7 years, and a total of 96.4% stated that they used 

social media every day. There was a majority of female respondents (63.9%) and most of 

them were students (65.1%). 

 

Table 5.1.2 – Descriptive Statistics for the Instagram Sample 

Instagram 
Characteristic   Frequency  Percentage  
Length of usage Less than a year 0 0 
 1 – 3 years 2 1.2 
 4 – 6 years  18 10.8 
 7 – 9 years  76 45.8 
 Longer than 9 years  70 42.2 
Log on frequency Every day  160 96.4 
 A couple of times a week  4 2.4 
 Once a week 2 1.2 
 A couple of times a month 0 0 
 Less than once a month  0 0 
Age  18 – 22  26 15.7 
 23 – 27  114 68.7 
 28 – 32  14 8.4 
 33 – 37  2 1.2 
 38 – 42  6 3.6 
 42 +  4 2.4 
Gender  Female  106 63.9 
 Male  56 33.7 
 Other  2 1.2 
 Prefer not to say  2 1.2 
Occupation  Student  108 65.1 
 Part-time worker  10 6.0 
 Full-time worker  48 28.9 
 Unemployed 0 0 
 Other  0 0 
n = 166 
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5.2 Quality Criteria 
 
The validity and reliability are shown in Table 5.2.1 and Table 5.2.2. To ensure internal 

reliability, a Cronbach’s α test was conducted. All of the constructs showed high numbers of 

reliability. For Facebook, none of the constructs had values below (.880), while for Instagram 

the lowest value was (.927). This shows that all of the constructs used in this study has 

achieved internal reliability since they all had values of 0.6 or higher (Sekaran & Bougie, 

2013; Malhotra, Birks & Wills, 2012). Since all of the constructs had acceptable values, none 

of the items had to be removed from further analysis. 

 

The validity was measured with Pearson’s r correlation in order to make sure that the 

constructs, and the items within, measured what they were supposed to measure. All of the 

correlations were significant and positive. The weakest correlation was between the constructs 

entertainment and credibility for the Facebook sample, which was (.651), while the strongest 

correlation was (.856) between entertainment and affective response for the Instagram sample. 

Because all of the constructs had correlation values below 0.9, it shows that the constructs 

measured different concepts, which means that construct validity has been ensured (Hair et al., 

2010; Nolan & Heinzen, 2008).  

 

Table 5.2.1 – Quality Criteria 

Facebook          
Construct  Cronbach’s 

α  
Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1.Entertainment 
 

.955 2.772 1.426 1      

2. Information 
 

.880 3.611 1.433 .761** 1     

3. Credibility  
 

.942 3.250 1.420 .651** .771** 1    

4. Affective 
Response  

.908 2.813 1.356 .795** .753** .750** 1   

5. Cognitive 
Response  

.882 3.516 1.432 .728** .826** .742** .819** 1  

6. Advertising 
Value  

.898 2.983 1.462 .788** .811** .767** .778** .817** 1 

**p<0.01, n = 158         
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Table 5.2.2 – Quality Criteria 

Instagram 
Construct  Cronbach’

s α  
Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1.Entertainment 
 

.976 3.208 1.685 1      

2. Information 
 

.957 3.521 1.599 .804** 1     

3. Credibility  
 

.943 3.395 1.513 .790** .832** 1    

4. Affective 
Response  

.927 3.090 1.510 .856** .805** .789** 1   

5. Cognitive 
Response  

.938 3.524 1.571 .786** .867** .786** .835** 1  

6. Advertising 
Value  

.943 2.936 1.481 .835** .792** .804** .853** .819** 1 

**p<0.01, n = 166 
 

5.3 Hypothesis Testing 
The hypotheses were tested through multiple linear regression analyses. A summary of the 

different tests can befound in Table 4.5.1 in the methodology chapter in order to illustrate 

which variables were included in the different tests of the hypotheses.  

5.3.1 Hypotheses Testing - Facebook Sample 

From the first multiple regression analysis, Table 5.3.1.1, in model 1 the control variables; 

length of usage, log on frequency, age, gender and occupation were tested against affective 

response. The result from model 1 shows that age(**) and gender(*) have significant 

relationships with the dependent variable affective response. The beta values for age and 

gender were (.323) and (-.175), this indicates that if standard deviation for the variables age 

and gender increases by one it would lead to an increase/decrease in affective response by 

(.323) and (-.175). Since the adjusted R2 measured a low .058, the independent variables, 

which are introduced in model 2, 3, 4 and 5, could be a more precise prediction of affective 

response.  

 

Moving on to model 5, in which the three independent variables; entertainment, information 

and credibility were tested towards affective response at the same time. The control variables, 

length of usage(*), log on frequency(*) and age(*) showed a significant relationship with the 

dependent variable affective response. The beta values for the control variables were (.092), (-

.112) and (.146). For the independent variables entertainment(***) and credibility(***), a 
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significant relationship with affective response was discovered. If the standard deviation for 

the independent variable entertainment and credibility increases by one, it will result in an 

increase in affective response by (.452) and (.390). Information had a significant relationship 

with affective response when tested on its own in model 3, however, in model 5, information 

demonstrated no significant relationship with affective response. Model 5 resulted in the 

highest adjusted R2 (.733) for this multiple regression analysis between all the models. It 

provided the researchers with the information that all the independent variables predict 73.3% 

of the variance in the dependent variable affective response. The researchers can therefore 

accept the following hypotheses: H1a - The content characteristic entertainment in Facebook 

advertisements affect affective responses positively and H1c - The content characteristic 

credibility in Facebook advertisements affect affective responses positively. However, H1b - 

The content characteristic information in Facebook advertisements affect affective responses 

positively is rejected.  

 
Table 5.3.1.1 - Regression Test 1 Against Affective Response – Facebook 
Test 1 - Facebook     
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Result 
Intercept 
Std. error 

2.705*** 
(.567) 

1.523*** 
(.361) 

.359 
(.425) 

.357 
(.394) 

.535 
(.341) 

 

Control 
variables 

      

Length of 
usage 

-.008 
(.174) 

-.120* 
(.109) 

-.031 
(.119) 

-.044 
(.111) 

-.092* 
(.094) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.152 
(.195) 

-.059 
(.122) 

-.104 
(.133) 

-.188** 
(.124) 

-.112* 
(.106) 

 

Age  .323** 
(.146) 

.064 
(.094) 

.138 
(.101) 

.309*** 
(.093) 

.146* 
(.083) 

 

Gender -.175* 
(.182) 

-.048 
(.115) 

-.021 
(.127) 

-.058 
(.118) 

-.023 
(.099) 

 

Occupation -.164 
(.135) 

-.056 
(.084) 

-.022 
(.052) 

-.006 
(.087) 

-.004 
(.073) 

 

Independent 
variables  

      

Entertainment  .801*** 
(.049) 

  .452*** 
(.065) 

H1a - Accepted*** 

Information   .733*** 
(.052) 

 .093 
(.074) 

H1b - Rejected 

Credibility    .761*** 
(.049) 

.390*** 
(.066) 

H1c - Accepted*** 

R2 .088 .650 .579 .632 .747  
Adjusted R2 .058 .636 .563 .617 .733  
Δ R2 .088* .562*** .492*** .544*** .659***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 158   
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For the second test, which can be seen in Table 5.3.1.2, the control variables; length of usage, 

log on frequency, age, gender and occupation and the independent variables; entertainment, 

information and credibility were tested towards the dependent variable cognitive response. In 

model 1 control variables age(**), gender(**) and occupation(***) had a significant 

relationship with the cognitive response. The beta values for age, gender and occupation were 

(.275), (.192) and (.297) respectively. The adjusted R2 was .726 for model 5. 

 

In model 5 the control variable occupation(**) had a significant relationship with cognitive 

response. The beta value for occupation was (-.132). The independent variables 

entertainment(**), information(***) and credibility(**) all had significant relationships with 

cognitive response. Even though all of the hypotheses had acceptable significance levels, 

entertainment and credibility had a somewhat lower significance level than information. The 

beta values were (.199), (.479) and (.221) for the three independent variables. The researchers 

can therefore accept the following hypotheses: H2a - The content characteristic entertainment 

in Facebook advertisements affect cognitive responses positively, H2b - The content 

characteristic information in Facebook advertisements affect cognitive responses positively 

and H2c - The content characteristic credibility in Facebook advertisements affect cognitive 

responses positively. 
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Table 5.3.1.2 - Regression Test 2 Against Cognitive Response - Facebook 

Test 2 - Facebook     
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 

3 
Model 
4 

Model 
5 

Result 

Intercept 
Std. error 

3.068*** 
(.590) 

1.941*** 
(.421) 

.367 
(.380) 

.722 
(.433) 

.419 
(.365) 

 

Control 
variables 

      

Length of 
usage 

.067 
(.181) 

-.034 
(.128) 

.043 
(.106) 

.034 
(.122) 

.015 
(.101) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.055 
(.203) 

.030 
(.142) 

-.002 
(.119) 

-.089 
(.137) 

-.010 
(.113) 

 

Age  .275** 
(.151) 

.041 
(.109) 

.074 
(.090) 

.262*** 
(.102) 

.086 
(.089) 

 

Gender -.192** 
(.190) 

-.076 
(.134) 

-.024 
(.113) 

-.081 
(.129) 

-.025 
(.106) 

 

Occupation -.297*** 
(.140) 

-.200** 
(.098) 

-.143** 
(.083) 

-.148* 
(.096) 

-.132** 
(.078) 

 

Independent 
variables  

      

Entertainment  .723*** 
(.057) 

  .199** 
(.070) 

H2a - Accepted** 

Information 
 
Credibility 

  .800*** 
(.047) 

 
 
.720*** 
(.053) 

.479*** 
(.079) 
.221**  
(.071) 

H2b - Accepted*** 
 
H2c - Accepted** 

R2 .115 .573 .699 .601 .740  
Adjusted R2 .085 .556 .687 .586 .726  
Δ R2 .115** .459*** .584*** .487*** .626***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 158 
 
In the third test, Table 5.3.1.3, the control variables; length of usage, log on frequency, age, 

gender and occupation and the independent variables; affective response and cognitive 

response were tested against the dependent variable advertising value. For model 1, the 

control variables were tested against advertising value, which showed a significant 

relationship between age(*), gender(*) and occupation(*) and advertising value. The beta 

value for age, gender and occupation were (.260), (-.165) and (-.213). The adjusted R2 were 

highest (.691) in model 5, which means that the independent variables have a prediction of 

69.1% on advertising value. 

 

In model 4 the independent variables affective response(***) and cognitive response(***) had 

significant relationships with advertising value, however, none of the control variables were 

significant. The beta values were (.327) for affective response and (.548) for cognitive 
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response. The researchers can therefore accept the following hypotheses: H3a - Affective 

responses towards Facebook advertisements affect advertising value positively and H3b - 

Cognitive responses towards Facebook advertisements affect advertising value positively. 

 
Table 5.3.1.3 - Regression Test 3 Against Advertising Value - Facebook 

Test 3 -  Facebook 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Result 
Intercept 
Std. error 

2.622*** 
(.614) 

.390 
(.428) 

.061 
(.400) 

-.048 
(.381) 

 

Control 
variables 

     

Length of 
usage 

.044 
(.189) 

.051 
(.123) 

-.011 
(.113) 

.010 
(.109) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.108 
(.211) 

.009 
(.138) 

-.063 
(.127) 

-.028 
(.122) 

 

Age  .260* 
(.158) 

.012 
(.106) 

.035 
(.097) 

.003 
(.093) 

 

Gender -.165* 
(.197) 

-.031 
(.130) 

-.009 
(.121) 

-.003 
(.115) 

 

Occupation -.213* 
(.146) 

-.088 
(.096) 

.029 
(.091) 

.003 
(.087) 

 

Independent 
variables  

     

Affective 
Response 

 .766*** 
(.057) 

 .327*** 
(.086) 

H3a - Accepted*** 

Cognitive 
Response 

  .818*** 
(.051) 

.548*** 
(.083) 

H3b - Accepted*** 

R2 .079 .614 .671 .704  
Adjusted R2 .049 .599 .658 .691  
Δ R2 .079* .535*** .592*** .625***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 158 
 
 

5.3.2 Hypotheses Testing - Instagram Sample 

In the first test for Instagram, Table 5.3.2.1 the control variables; length of usage, log on 

frequency, age, gender and occupation and the independent variables; entertainment, 

information and credibility were tested towards the dependent variable affective response. No 

control variables had a significant relationship with affective response in any of the models. 

Adjusted R2 (.772) showed that the independent variables had a 77.2% prediction of affective 

response.  

 

In model 5 the independent variables entertainment(***), information(**) and credibility(*) 

all had significant relationships with affective response but at different significance levels. 
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The beta value for entertainment was (.538), for information (.234) and for credibility (.180). 

The researchers can therefore accept the following hypotheses: H4a - The content 

characteristic entertainment in Instagram advertisements affect affective responses positively, 

H4b - The content characteristic information in Instagram advertisements affect affective 

responses positively and H4c - The content characteristic credibility in Instagram 

advertisements affect affective responses positively.  

 

Table 5.3.2.1 - Regression Test 1 Against Affective Response - Instagram 

Test 1 - Instagram 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Result 
Intercept 
Std. error 

3.581*** 
(.580) 

.521 
(.339) 

.652 
(.391) 

1.022* 
(.393) 

.259 
(.313) 

 

Control 
variables 

      

Length of 
usage 

-.066 
(.180) 

.017 
(.095) 

-.041 
(.108) 

-.088 
(.111) 

-.012 
(.088) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.155 
(.286) 

.015 
(.152) 

-.014 
(.175) 

-.016 
(.179) 

.022 
(.139) 

 

Age  .111 
(.150) 

-.072 
(.080) 

-.003 
(.091) 

.030 
(.093) 

-.054 
(.073) 

 

Gender -.099 
(.205) 

.014 
(.108) 

.031 
(.125) 

-.054 
(.127) 

.019 
(.100) 

 

Occupation -.075 
(.150) 

.060 
(.079) 

.011 
(.091) 

.020 
(.093) 

.055 
(.072) 

 

Independent 
variables  

      

Entertainment  .868*** 
(.038) 

  .538*** 
(.062) 

H4a - Accepted*** 

Information   .809*** 
(.046) 

 .234** 
(.071) 

H4b - Accepted** 

Credibility    .790*** 
(.049) 

.180* 
(.073) 

H4c - Accepted* 

R2 .035 .736 .651 .632 .783  
Adjusted R2 .005 .726 .638 .618 .772  
Δ R2 .035 .702*** .617*** .597*** .748***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 166 
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In the second test, Table 5.3.2.2, the control variables; length of usage, log on frequency, age, 

gender and occupation and the independent variables; entertainment, information and 

credibility were tested against cognitive response. In model 1, the control variable gender(*) 

had a significant relationship with cognitive response. However, the adjusted R2 was 

only .033 which means that the control variables have a 3.3% prediction of cognitive response. 

If one instead look at model 5, one can identify a visibly higher adjusted R2 (.771) which 

means that the prediction is 77.1% of the cognitive response. 

 

For model 5 all the control variables and independent variables were tested against cognitive 

response and the results showed that entertainment(**) and information(***) had a significant 

relationship with cognitive response. For entertainmetn, the beta value was (.214) and for 

information the beta was (.579). Credibility had no significant relationship with cognitive 

response when tested together with the other independent variables, however, when tested on 

its own in model 4 it was significant. This means that the researchers can therefore accept the 

following hypotheses: H5a - The content characteristic entertainment in Instagram 

advertisements affect cognitive responses positively and H5b - The content characteristic 

information in Instagram advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. However the 

hypothesis: H5c - The content characteristic credibility in Instagram advertisements affect 

cognitive responses positively is rejected.  
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Table 5.3.2.2 - Regression Test 2 Against Cognitive Response – Instagram 
Test 2 - Instagram 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Result 
Intercept 
Std. error 

3.663*** 
(.595) 

.797 
(.417) 

.435 
(.341) 

1.056* 
(.407) 

.259 
(.327) 

 

Control 
variables 

      

Length of 
usage 

.000 
(.184) 

.075 
(.117) 

.027 
(.095) 

-.021 
(.115) 

.035 
(.091) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.158 
(.293) 

-.005 
(.187) 

-.008 
(.152) 

-.022 
(.186) 

.008 
(.145) 

 

Age  .121 
(.154) 

-.044 
(.098) 

.000 
(.079) 

.041 
(.096) 

-.019 
(.076) 

 

Gender -.173* 
(.210) 

-.071 
(.133) 

-.036 
(.109) 

-.129** 
(.132) 

-.045 
(.105) 

 

Occupation -.123 
(.154) 

-.002 
(.098) 

-.033 
(.079) 

-.030 
(.097) 

-.013 
(.075) 

 

Independent 
variables  

      

Entertainment  
 
Information 

 .782*** 
(.047) 

 
 
.858*** 
(.040) 

 .214** 
(.064) 
.579*** 
(.074) 

H5a - Accepted** 
 
H5b - Accepted*** 

Credibility    .773*** 
(.051) 

.130 
(.077) 

H5c - Rejected 

R2 .062 .631 .755 .635 .782  
Adjusted R2 .033 .617 .745 .621 .771  
Δ R2 .062 .569*** .692*** .573*** .720***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 166 
 
 
For test 3, Table 5.3.2.3, all the control variables; length of usage, log on frequency, age, 

gender and occupation and the independent variables; affective response and cognitive 

response were tested against advertising value. Model 4 had the highest adjusted R2 (.769) 

which concludes that the control variables together with the independent variables had a 76.9% 

prediction of advertising value. The independent variables, affective response(***) and 

cognitive response(***), both had significant relationships with advertising value. The beta 

value for affective response was (.557) and (.359) for cognitive response. Both of the 

independent variables also had a significant relationship when tested on their own. The 

researchers can therefore accept the following hypotheses: H6a - Affective responses towards 

Instagram advertisements affect advertising value positively and H6b - Cognitive responses 

towards Instagram advertisements affect advertising value positively. 
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Table 5.3.2.3 - Regression Test 3 Against Advertising Value - Instagram 
Test 3 - Instagram 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Result 
Intercept 
Std. error 

2.840*** 
(.567) 

-.152 
(.329) 

-.026 
(.362) 

-.357 
(.308) 

 

Control 
variables 

     

Length of 
usage 

.014 
(.176) 

.071 
(.092) 

.014 
(.101) 

.051 
(.086) 

 

Log on 
frequency 

-.149 
(.280) 

-.017 
(.147) 

-.018 
(.162) 

-.006 
(.137) 

 

Age  .143 
(.147) 

.049 
(.077) 

.043 
(.084) 

.038 
(.071) 

 

Gender -.037 
(.200) 

.047 
(.105) 

.107* 
(.116) 

.081* 
(.099) 

 

Occupation -.171 
(.146) 

-.107* 
(.076) 

-.069 
(.084) 

-.085 
(.071) 

 

Independent 
variables  

     

Affective 
Response 

 .852*** 
(.040) 

 .557*** 
(.067) 

H6a - Accepted*** 

Cognitive 
Response 

  .830*** 
(.043) 

.359*** 
(.066) 

H6b - Accepted*** 

R2 .041 .742 .687 .779  
Adjusted R2 .011 .732 .675 .769  
Δ R2 .041 .701*** .646*** .738***  
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, n = 166 
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5.5 Summary of Hypothesis Testing 

 Hypothesis Result 
H1a The content characteristic entertainment in Facebook 

advertisements affect affective responses positively. 
Accepted*** 

H1b The content characteristic information in Facebook 
advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

Rejected 

H1c The content characteristic credibility in Facebook 
advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

Accepted*** 

H2a The content characteristic entertainment in Facebook 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Accepted** 

H2b The content characteristic information in Facebook 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Accepted*** 

H2c The content characteristic credibility in Facebook 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Accepted** 

H3a Affective responses towards Facebook advertisements 
affect advertising value positively.  

Accepted*** 

H3b Cognitive responses towards Facebook advertisements 
affect advertising value positively.  

Accepted*** 

H4a The content characteristic entertainment in Instagram 
advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

Accepted*** 

H4b The content characteristic information in Instagram 
advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

Accepted** 

H4c The content characteristic credibility in Instagram 
advertisements affect affective responses positively. 

Accepted* 

H5a The content characteristic entertainment in Instagram 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Accepted** 

H5b The content characteristic information in Instagram 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Accepted*** 

H5c The content characteristic credibility in Instagram 
advertisements affect cognitive responses positively. 

Rejected 

H6a Affective responses towards Instagram advertisements 
affect advertising value positively.  

Accepted*** 

H6b Cognitive responses towards Instagram advertisements 
affect advertising value positively.  

Accepted*** 

 *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001  
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6.0 Discussion 

Previous research has stated that entertainment, information and credibility affects attitudes 

towards the advertisement, which in turn affects the advertising value (e.g. Pažėraitė & 

Repovienė, 2016; Saxena & Khanna, 2013; Defever, Pandelaere & Roe, 2011; Choi & Rifon, 

2002; Goldsmith, Lafferty & Newell, 2000). However, all of these concepts have not been 

brought together in a single study before. The high correlation values between all of the 

constructs implies that the constructs are indeed very closely related.  

 

The results in this study shows that a majority of the respondents are long-time users and log 

on to social media everyday. Since posts have a rather short lifetime on SNS (Langaro, Rita & 

de Fátima Salgueiro, 2018), the respondents log on habits combined with their long-time 

usage implies that the respondents have been exposed to many advertisements on Facebook 

and/or Instagram during their time of usage. Because of their social media habits, one can 

argue that the respondents that answered the questionnaire were highly relevant for this study 

and provided valuable data.   

 

6.1 Hypothesis testing 

6.1.1 Test 1 - Affective Response 

The different content characteristics in Facebook and Instagram advertisements were all 

affecting affective response positively, except for the content characteristic information in 

Facebook advertisements. This can be because advertisements on Facebook that provided 

informative content has not done it properly, which could have led to the respondents refusing 

it (Ha, Park & Lee, 2014). Continuously, it is explained that entertainment has a favourable 

influence on consumers’ attitudes towards advertisements (Saxena & Khanna, 2013), which is 

supported by the acceptance of both H1a and H4a.  

 

For Facebook, entertainment and credibility were accepted on the same significance level and 

had very similar beta values, (.452) and (.390) respectively, which implies that they both have 

an approximately equal effect on affective responses. This is aligned with what Tsai (2013) 

states, that when combining credible and entertaining content in Facebook advertisements it 

could be successful and create consumers’ acceptance. Further, Hughes and De Francesco 

(2013) and Kee and Yazdanifard (2015) argues for that appealing content can generate 
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credible attitudes and vice versa, which could explain the equal effect of both entertaining and 

credible content. However, even though H1b is rejected, the relationship between information 

in Facebook advertisements and affective responses was accepted when tested on its own, 

which could imply that information could have an impact on affective responses if tested 

differently, even though it was rejected in this study. The adjusted R2 was (.733), meaning 

that entertainment and credibility has a prediction of 73.3% of affective response.  

 

For Instagram, all three content characteristics were shown to have a significant effect on 

affective responses, entertainment had the highest significant level which is in line with 

Saxena & Khanna (2013), who states that entertainment is a favourable factor when wanting 

to influence affective responses positively. Entertainment also had the highest beta value 

(.538), compared to information (.234) and credibility (.180) which implies that even though 

all three hypotheses were accepted, entertainment had the largest impact and was the most 

prominent aspect of positive affective responses for advertisements on Instagram. Adjusted R2 

for model 5 (Table 5.3.2.1) was (.772) which shows that the combination of the three content 

characteristics is able to explain a majority of what affects affective responses in this 

particular study.  

 

The acceptance of the hypotheses; H1a, H1c, H4a, H4b and H4c is in line with what 

Charlesworth (2014) and Lantos (2011) argues for. In order for content to be successful, it is 

crucial to gain consumers’ acceptance (Charlesworth, 2014), acceptance can be emotional 

responses such as positive or negative attitudes which is referred to as affective response 

(Lantos, 2011). Since all of the hypotheses were accepted, this shows that the respondents had 

positive attitudes and an acceptance of the content characteristics entertainment and 

credibility for both Facebook and Instagram, and information for Instagram. 

 

6.1.2 Test 2 - Cognitive Response 

For Facebook, all three content characteristics entertainment, information and credibility 

(hypotheses H2a, H2b and H2c) were found to have a significant impact on cognitive 

responses, meaning that all three content characteristics have a positive impact on consumers’ 

cognitive responses in Facebook advertisements. Furthermore, for both Facebook and 

Instagram, information was found to have a slightly higher significance level, which is in line 

with how cognitive responses are said to be shaped and affected by information and 
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informative content (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015; Lantos, 2011; Breckler, 1984). Since well 

presented information is a large part of cognitive responses (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015; 

Lantos, 2011; Ducoffe, 1996), this was an expected outcome when testing the impact of 

information in advertisements. Information also had higher beta values for both Facebook and 

Instagram than entertainment or credibility. For information, the beta values were (.479) for 

Facebook and (.579) for Instagram, as opposed to (.199) and (.214) for entertainment and 

(.221) and (.130) for credibility, which once again shows that information had a more 

prominent impact on cognitive responses towards advertisements on both Facebook and 

Instagram. Model 5 had an adjusted R2 value of (.726) for Facebook and (.771) for Instagram, 

which shows high prediction values.  

 

H5c was rejected, meaning that credibility in Instagram advertisements does not have a 

significant impact on cognitive responses, which contradicts what has been said by previous 

researchers, namely that credibility is a large part of creating positive attitudes towards 

advertisements (Choi & Rifon, 2002; Goldsmith, Lafferty & Newell, 2000). The reason for 

the rejection of the hypothesis can be many, however, one likely explanation is that the 

respondents have been exposed to advertisements which they did not find trustworthy or 

believable, which both are important factors when trying to create credible content (Zha, Li & 

Yan, 2015; Walther, Wang & Loh, 2004). However, H5c was accepted when tested on its 

own, which might imply that credibility nevertheless has an impact on cognitive responses, 

even though the hypothesis was not accepted when tested together with the other two content 

characteristics in this study.  

 

6.1.3 Test 3 - Advertising Value  

It is stated that advertising value can be affected by attitudes towards advertisements (Defever, 

Pandelaere & Roe, 2011), which is supported by the acceptance of all the hypotheses 

regarding advertising value (H3a, H3b, H6a and H6b), the relationships between affective 

response, cognitive response and advertising value were all positive and significant. All of the 

hypotheses were accepted on the same significance level. Interesting to note, however, is that 

for Facebook, affective response had a beta value of (.327) while for cognitive response the 

beta value was (.548). For Instagram the values were opposite, for affective response the 

value was (.557) while for cognitive response the value was (.359). This implies that cognitive 

responses have a higher impact on advertising value for advertisements on Facebook, while 
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affective responses have a higher impact on advertising value for advertisements on Instagram. 

The adjusted R2 for model 4 regarding Facebook (Table 5.3.1.3) was (.691), while for 

Instagram the value was (.769), which once again shows high explanation values.  

7. Conclusion 

This study aimed to extend the understanding of different content characteristics and its effect 

on attitudes towards the advertisement and advertising value on social networking sites. To 

conclude the study, it can be said that the content characteristics entertainment and credibility 

in advertisements both have a positive impact on affective responses, regardless of which of 

the two SNSs researched in this study the advertisement was published on. Information was 

also found to have a significant impact on affective responses for advertisements on Instagram. 

Informative content on Facebook, however, did not prove to be a significant determinant of 

affective responses. For cognitive responses, all content characteristics were found to have a 

positive significant impact, except for credibility in Instagram advertisements which was 

rejected.  

 

Advertising value was shown to be affected by both affective and cognitive responses on both 

of the platforms used in this study, however, affective responses had a larger impact on 

advertising value for Instagram advertisements while cognitive responses were shown to have 

a larger impact on advertising value for Facebook advertisements. The results show that the 

strongest relations for Facebook were between information and cognitive response, which in 

turn led to a strong relationship with advertising value. For Instagram, however, the strongest 

relation was between entertainment and affective response, which led to a strong relationship 

with advertising value.  

 

In conclusion, the results of this study shows that there is a difference between different SNS 

and the effects that arises from different content characteristics in SNS advertisements. 

Different SNS can not be treated the same, these differences need to be addressed when 

communicating and creating advertisements and when being present on different SNS.  
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8. Research Implications 

8.1 Theoretical Implications 
This research aimed to extend the understanding of content marketing and content 

characteristics on SNS. The main contribution of this study was the conjunction of content 

characteristics, attitudes towards the advertisement and advertising value, which are argued to 

be related in separate steps (e.g. Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Saxena & Khanna, 2013; 

Defever, Pandelaere & Roe, 2011; Choi & Rifon, 2002; Goldsmith, Lafferty & Newell, 2000), 

however, they have not been brought together simultaneously in previous research. The 

results from this study provided information on what affects the different content 

characteristics have on the two components of attitudes towards the advertisement, affective 

and cognitive response. This study also contributed to the field by providing additional 

information on how advertising value is affected by attitudes towards the advertisement.  

 

8.2 Managerial Implications 
Since one of the most important aspects for a marketer is to create positive attitudes towards 

the brand (Walla, Brenner & Koller, 2011), the results of this study can help managers to 

create content on SNS that speaks to their audience. This study can further help managers to 

create positive attitudes towards their brand and products, which have numerous positive 

effects. Companies want to implement communication strategies on SNS, but many of them 

experience issues while doing so (Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010). Since this is still argued to be a 

complex task, which creates uncertainties regarding what type of content to provide their 

consumers with (Duffett, 2017; Handley & Chapman, 2011), this study provides important 

insight concerning how to create valuable content for consumers. The results of this study 

show what effect the different content characteristics have on affective and cognitive 

responses, and gives information regarding what type of content marketers should emphasize, 

depending on which of the two SNS investigated in this study they are currently operating on.  
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8.3 Limitations and Future Research 
Since this study employed a convenience sampling method, there might be some limitations 

to the research. A random sampling method could be more generalizable since it could 

provide more diversified answers, compared to convenience sampling, which might be biased. 

A future recommendation would be to make sure to target other samples, for example a 

sample that has a greater age span in order to detect any differences between different 

generations. To research a sample containing respondents from different countries and 

cultures would also be of interest since SNS might vary in popularity.  

 

The constructs used in this paper all showed to have high Cronbach’s alpha values, some of 

them even considered to be too high. However, when looking at the data it was found that 

even if some items were to be removed, the alpha values would only decrease minimally or 

not be affected at all. Because of this, and since the questions used in this study were 

accumulated from previous research, it was decided to include all of the questions in the 

analysis of the data. The possible impact of the high alpha values in this research is not known, 

however, for future research it would be recommended to alter some of the questions and 

conduct a pre-test to ensure that the questions are differentiated and not too closely related.  

 

Because of the scattered image on which content characteristics that are the most effective on 

SNS (e.g. Fei & Fei, 2017; Pažėraitė & Repovienė, 2016; Hossain, & Sakib, 2016; Zha, Li & 

Yan, 2015; Saxena & Khanna, 2013), the recommendation is to further explore which content 

characteristics that are effective on different SNS platforms and compare the differences, in 

order to detect what is important on which platforms. This study only looked at the effects of 

different characteristics in Facebook and Instagram advertisements, however, there are other 

SNS where companies are present which could be included in future research in order to 

further detect any possible differences. Also, since this study only researched three possible 

content characteristics, it would be of interest to investigate in what effect other components 

would have on attitudes towards the advertisement and advertising value. Future 

recommendations could also be to focus on different types of content on SNS for specific 

product categories or specific industries to detect any possible differences regarding the effect 

on consumers’ attitudes towards advertisements and/or advertising value.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Questionnaire  
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Appendix 2 - Coding Schedule 
 
Characteristic   Code 
Length of usage Less than a year 0 
 1 – 3 years 1 
 4 – 6 years  2 
 7 – 9 years  3 
 Longer than 9 years  4 
Log on frequency Every day  0 
 A couple of times a week  1 
 Once a week 2 
 A couple of times a month 3 
 Less than once a month  4 
Age  18 – 22  0 
 23 – 37  1 
 28 – 32  2 
 33 – 37  3 
 38 – 42  4 
 42 +  5 
Gender  Female  0 
 Male  1 
 Other  2 
 Prefer not to say  3 
Occupation  Student  0 
 Part-time worker  1 
 Full-time worker  2 
 Unemployed 3 
 Other  4 
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Appendix 3 – Descriptive of the Constructs Items  
 
Facebook    
Construct Item  Mean Std. Deviation  
Entertainment EN1 

EN2 
EN3 
EN4 

2.747 
2.633 
3.063 
2.646 

1.560 
1.473 
1.599 
1.437 

Information  IN1 
IN2 
IN3 
IN4 

4.266 
3.570 
3.089 
3.520 

1.702 
1.545 
1.668 
1.762 

Credibility CR1 
CR2 
CR3 
CR4 

3.190 
3.165 
3.430 
3.215 

1.540 
1.526 
1.512 
1.577 

Affective 
Response 

AA1 
AA2 
AA3 
AA4 

3.090 
2.279 
2.785 
3.101 

1.524 
1.514 
1.586 
1.502 

Cognitive 
Response 

AC1 
AC2 
AC3 
AC4 

3.090 
3.620 
3.749 
3.608 

1.676 
1.736 
1.650 
1.599 

Advertising 
Value 

AD1 
AD2 
AD3 

3.317 
3.076 
2.557 

1.624 
1.602 
1.586 

n = 158    
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Instagram    
Construct Item  Mean Std. Deviation  
Entertainment EN1 

EN2 
EN3 
EN4 

3.205 
3.229 
3.289 
3.108 

1.718 
1.784 
1.765 
1.712 

Information  IN1 
IN2 
IN3 
IN4 

3.711 
3.506 
3.337 
3.530 

1.765 
1.606 
1.757 
1.665 

Credibility CR1 
CR2 
CR3 
CR4 

3.374 
3.289 
3.470 
3.446 

1.608 
1.622 
1.658 
1.657 

Affective 
Response 

AA1 
AA2 
AA3 
AA4 

3.241 
2.711 
3.157 
3.253 

1.738 
1.644 
1.688 
1.594 

Cognitive 
Response 

AC1 
AC2 
AC3 
AC4 

3.349 
3.819 
3.530 
3.398 

1.702 
1.769 
1.687 
1.684 

Advertising 
Value 

AD1 
AD2 
AD3 

3.181 
2.928 
2.690 

1.627 
1.532 
1.531 

n = 166 
 
 


